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Abstract: Homestay check-in procedure usually requires physical interaction 

between owner and guests for registration along with key issuance to the guest. 

Sometimes, homestay owners are not available and not able to physically meet-up 

with guests to issue keys. Moreover, with the recent Covid-19 outbreak, people are 

encouraged to minimize physical interaction to subdue the outbreak of Covid-19. To 

automate reservation and check-in process of homestay operation while also 

minimize physical interaction between owner and guest, an Autonomous Self Check-

In KeyBox and Reservation for Homestay Operation is developed. There are three 

main components in the system which are reservation form, admin webpage and 

KeyBox. This work is focused on providing a web-based system which is developed 

using HTML, PHP and MariaDB while KeyBox is developed using NodeMCU 

ESP32. To integrate different platforms, uses of Application Programming Interface 

(API) and Relational Database Management System (RDMS) are required to allow 

interaction between platforms. The designed system is able to automize reservation 

and check-in process while also minimizing physical interaction between homestay 

owner and guest. 

 

Keywords: Keybox, Homestay, Web-Based System, Contactless System, Internet 

Of Things (Iot) 

 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, the demand for autonomous systems and the implementation of Internet of Things 

(IoT) technology has rapidly increased. The purpose of an autonomous system usually is to provide 

user convenience and minimize human efforts. Most autonomous systems implement IoT technology 

which is built from the connection between intelligent devices and other computing devices [1].  

As the implementation of IoT technology has been outspread, it also can be adapted to Homestay 

Industry. Homestay check-in procedure usually requires physical interaction between owner and guests 

for registration along with key issuance to the guest. The owner also needs to verify and check the 

accuracy of registration information during the reservation process [2]. Sometimes, homestay owners 
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are not available and not able to physically meet-up with guests to issue keys. This is when an 

Autonomous Self Check-In KeyBox and Reservation for Homestay Operation comes in handy, the 

designed system enables guests to proceed with the registration and check-in process without physical 

meet-up with the owner. 

With the recent Covid-19 outbreak, people are encouraged to minimize human interaction to subdue 

the outbreak of Covid-19. For homestay operations, where registration and check-in process usually are 

done by the owner meeting up physically with guests. As the procedure involves interaction between 

homestay’s owner and guest, it makes both owner and guest vulnerable to Covid-19 spread.  

Moreover, contactless self-check in system allows guests to make registration and check in through 

a webpage and access keys from a KeyBox hidden near the homestay entrance using passcode acquired 

from the system. Additionally, the developed system can provide convenience for homestay’s owner 

where the owner does not require to meet up with guests directly. This also indirectly saves time and 

energy for both owner and guest. This developed system is able to automate reservation and check-in 

process for homestay operation while minimizing physical interaction between homestay owner and 

guest. 

2. Methodology 

The developed system consists of KeyBox, admin webpage and reservation form which are 

integrated and linked with each other using a cloud server to form a complete system. The KeyBox is 

powered by NodeMCU ESP32 while admin webpage and reservation form developed using HTML, 

PHP and MariaDB database. After development, the system is deployed on a web hosting so that the 

system is able to be accessed through web browser. 

2.1 Application Programming Interface (API) 

An application programming interface (API) is a set of rules and protocols that defines how 

software programs can interact with one another. It allows different programs to communicate with 

each other and share data, functions, and processes. 

APIs are commonly used to enable a web application to access a database, or to allow two different 

systems to communicate with each other. They can be used to expose the functionality of a software 

library or framework, or to create a custom interface for a web service [3]. 

There are several different types of APIs, including web-based APIs, operating system APIs, and 

library-based APIs. Web-based APIs allow different web-based systems to communicate with each 

other over the internet, while operating system APIs allow different programs to access the functionality 

of an operating system. Library-based APIs allow programs to access the functionality of a software 

library [4]. 

In this developed system, there are many APIs implemented to ensure each platform can interact 

with each other. Such as HTTPClient a library-based API is used is ESP32 to establish connection with 

database thru HTTP request to PHP script. jQuery API used in webpage to retrieve and alter database 

and add some animation to the webpage. PHPMailer and Gmail API is used to send response email to 

quest when admin approve or reject their reservation request. 

2.2 Cloud storage  

Cloud storage technology first debuted in 2002, when Amazon launched a variety of related 

services. According to Leonid Arshinskiy et al [5], Amazon Web Services is the first cloud storage and 

other storage such as Dropbox, Google, and Azure storage by Microsoft started appearing in 2008. 
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Cloud storage is a type of cloud computing model that stores data on the Internet via cloud 

computing. Cloud storage is a more cost-effective and scalable option than storing content on premise 

hard drives or storage networks. 

2.3 Relational Database Management System (RDMS) 

RDBMS stand for Database Management System, DBMS is a system software responsible for the 

creation, retrieval, updating and management of the database. It ensures that our data is consistent, 

organized and is easily accessible by serving as an interface between the database and its end-users or 

application software [6]. Compared to Database Management System (DBMS), RDMS stores data in 

the form of a collection of tables and relations can be defined between the common fields of these 

tables. Most modern database management systems are based on RDMS. 

2.4 Overall system block diagram 

Figure 3.2 shows the overall block diagram of the system where KeyBox, admin webpage and 

reservation form are linked and connected via a database which are accessible via PHP scripts. The 

reservation form allows a flexible check-in process for homestay guests. Guests can access the 

reservation form via any web browser on an electronic device with an internet connection. After the 

check-in process, all the guest’s credentials are stored in database and the system will send passcode to 

the guest using the data from the reservation form after admin approve the request from Admin 

Webpage. Then guests can enter the passcode on KeyBox to access the keys of the homestay during 

check-in day. In Admin Webpage, admin also can monitor key-box status and access homestay log 

history. 

 

Figure 1: Overall block diagram of developed system 

2.5 KeyBox 

Figure 2 shows the interconnection between ESP32 and database used to interact with database 

and Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the Keybox operation. Keybox read keypad on release and store 

the input in String data type. Guest can press “*” to clear and re-enter the passcode or press “#” to enter. 

The Keybox will send entered passcode to the webpage (PHP script) via HTTP Request GET Method 

API. The PHP script will compare received passcode with database and the reply accordingly.  

 Once the correct passcode is entered, the LCD will display “PASSED” and the Keybox will 

unlock and dispense keys for the guest. However, it will prompt user to try again when wrong passcode 
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is entered. The dispense mechanism uses 12V solenoid door lock to unlock and a relay to trigger 

solenoid using microcontroller. 

 

Figure 2: Interconnection between ESP32 and database 

 

Figure 3: Flowchart of KeyBox operation 
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2.6 Reservation form 

Figure 4 illustrates the flowchart of reservation form operation. Guests can access reservation forms 

with an address link using any web browser. Guests are required to fill in all information and check 

reservation dates before being allowed to submit the reservation form. Reservation form uses jQuery 

API to check dates requested by guest are available before proceeding to form submission. Reservation 

forms are mainly written in HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and PHP script. 

 

Figure 4: Reservation form flowchart 

2.7 Admin webpage 

Admin webpage allows admin or homestay owner to monitor and manage homestay system 

remotely. Admin can accept and reject reservations made by guests and monitor log history of homestay 

guest. PHP session is implemented to build login feature on admin webpage for little more security 

feature.  

Multiple PHP scripts are used to manage databases accordingly from admin webpage such as insert 

accepted request, delete rejected request, and retrieve data from database. PHP scripts are also used to 

send email to guests regarding their reservation status. 
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2.8 Database Server 

Designed system uses relational database management system (RDMS) to manages the storage, 

retrieval, and manipulation of data in database. Database server allows other programs or computers to 

access data in database. This enables web-based integration into designed KeyBox. 

Database uses MariaDB server type and UTF-8 Unicode charset. Protocol used to connect with 

database is via TCP/IP. Data is arranged into three database tables which are “userdata”, 

“admindata” and “homestay”. Figure 5 shows the table structure of “userdata” which is used to 

store all information about homestay reservation made by guest via reservation form webpage. 

Information such as full name, mobile number, email, check-in date and check-out date input by guest. 

While column “id” with auto increment is used to give unique id for each reservation request, column 

“passcode” store passcode randomly generated by PHP script for KeyBox and “status” with label 

“0” for pending and “1” for approved.  

Figure 6 depicts table structure for “admindata” used to store admin login information such as 

username, password, and email from admin webpage registration. Figure 7 shows table structure for 

“homestay” used to signify KeyBox status either locked or unlocked. When a guest enters the correct 

passcode on check-in date to take keys, status will be unlocked. When entered on check-out date to 

return keys, status will be locked. This data is displayed on the admin webpage for admin monitoring. 

 

Figure 5: "userdata" table structure 

 

 

Figure 6:"admindata" table structure 
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Figure 7: "homestay" table structure 

3. Results and Discussion 

This section discusses the functionality of each sub system and ensures software meets requirements 

and is free from major bugs. This testing verifies the software’s overall functionality and software 

behaves as expected. 

3.1 Reservation form testing 

A reservation form should enable guests to make a reservation. The reservation is then registered 

on database and waiting for admin response regarding the request. This page has form validation to 

prevent invalid data stored in the database. The form validation is done using HTML5 feature and 

JavaScript. Users can check date availability for check-in and check-out date by clicking “check 

availability” hypertext. When user clicks on the hypertext, a HTTP request is sent to database along 

with user entered check-in date and check-out date to check the date availability.  

Figure 8 shows the prompt message when chosen date available. Users are allowed to submit the 

reservation form. Otherwise, the user will be prompted to check date availability. After verifying date 

availability, user can submit reservation form by clicking “Submit” button and will be directed to the 

other page which displays successful reservation status as shown in Figure 9. Then the user can wait 

for an approval email when admin responds to the request. 

 

Figure 8: Prompt message when chosen dates are available 

 

Figure 9: Successful reservation submission 
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3.2 Admin webpage testing 

Before accessing the admin webpage, a login is required to increase the security factor of the overall 

system. The webpage utilizes “Session” method in PHP to direct to another page with login information 

data which is stored in browser session storage. If user input incorrect password or username, there will 

be prompt that showing incorrect password is entered. 

Upon successful log-in, the user will then be redirected to the home page shown in Figure 10 where 

there will be log history of guest list, pending request approval and status of KeyBox in homestay that 

indicate either is locked or unlocked. On “Notification” panel, admin can review reservation request 

and either approve it or reject it. Upon admin response, an API is called to send email accordingly to 

the recipient as shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. 

 

Figure 10: Homepage of admin webpage 

 

Figure 11: Approval email sent to guest's email 

 

Figure 12: Rejection email sent to guest's email 
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3.3 KeyBox testing 

The main components used in developing KeyBox are LCD with I2C module, keypad, solenoid 

lock, relay and NodeMCU ESP32 with base board. Other components are brackets for door lock, 12V 

battery with holder and enclosure box as casing for the prototype. 

The KeyBox is designed and developed as shown in Figure 13. Upon booting, the KeyBox will 

connect to WiFi and display WiFi status on LCD. After few seconds, LCD will display “ENTER 

PASSCODE” as shown in Figure 14(a) and user can enter passcode received from email. User can press 

“*” to clear screen and enter passcode again and press “#” to enter. When user press “#”, KeyBox will 

send entered passcode to server for further processing.  

When user enters correct passcode on check-in date to take keys, server will update KeyBox status 

to “unlocked” before unlocking KeyBox and LCD display “UNLOCKING” as shown in Figure 14(b). 

When the user enters the correct passcode on check-out date to return keys, server will update KeyBox 

status back to “locked” before unlocking the KeyBox to allows user to place the keys. When the wrong 

passcode entered, LCD will display “WRONG PASSCODE” for few seconds as shown in Figure 14(c) 

before user can try again. If the KeyBox is unable to connect to WiFi or server, LCD will display “WIFI 

ERROR” as shown in Figure 14(d). 

 

Figure 13: KeyBox design 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 14: KeyBox LCD display 
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4. Conclusion 

For conclusion, Autonomous Self Check-in KeyBox and Reservation for Homestay Operation is 

successfully developed using IoT and MariaDB database. The developed system is fully functional and 

has successfully met all the objectives set. However, there are some limitations in the system therefore 

there is room for improvement. For software, further optimization can be made in terms of 

responsiveness and security features while also resolving minor bugs found in the system. The 

reservation page/form can be improved by adding rental/service fee information, a better rental calendar 

for organizing reservation process and a function for payment procedures. As for hardware 

improvements, redesigning KeyBox to be much more secure and rigid while also improving the 

unlocking mechanism for dispensing keys. For additional, server also can be upgraded to have better 

server uptime and responsiveness.  

Thus, the system introduces an automated reservation and check-in process for homestay operation 

while minimizing physical interaction between guest and homestay owner. 
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